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Fall Poetry Contest 
The Nexus staff would like to thank all the poets who entered the Fall Poetry Contest. 
The contest was a success and we plan to sponsor another one for the Spring quarter 
issue of Nexus. Dee Golden won first prize in the contest for her poem, "Summer In 
New Jersey" (page 4). Second place winner was"Autumn Repetition'.' (page 5) by 
Laura A. Sandmann. Mike Smith's poem "She Was" (page 6) won third place. 
Honorable Mention was awarded to Sharon L. Wilson's "Inheritance" and "sans down 
how little shells sink up" by Richard Edgerton (pages 7 and 8). 
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·Summer in New Jersey 
Fat aunt and uncles 
beached on lawn chair 
afraid of the growling ocean 
gaudy umbrella barring the un 
they could be in their 
backyard in Harrisburg 





Most of the e mornings are relea ed 
like a igh. Word wake 
the afternoon . Evening 
pour like cream and [ 
loosen my thought , sip 
them with my wine, joy and 
sorrow metamorpho ing 
in the slide down my throat. 
The wollen moon contract , 
waiting toe pel another day. 
More livered almond at my feet. 
Laura A . Sandmann 
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She Was 
mu de- jawed, teach r, 
god, and doctor 
Laughter thundering into bright eyes 
waiting to be teased. The ivy climbs, 
seedlings flourish, she was shiny, round 
and nervous. Furious, the willow switch 
chasing tiny butts for lying. Smell the 
catfish frying! She was cooking, sweating 
slave to mobs of growling bellies, 
crusty dishes. 
Born to rear the lost, abandoned, 
closing wounded gaps of wanting, 
slaying all who dared endanger 
fragile wings growing. 
o energy for pearls or rubies, 
nor the charms of hairspray sculptors, 
she was diamond rich 
with lakes where fish were biting, 
isters nearby laughing, 






My people are long d ad. 
Their pl, ce i running mud 
And no more old men ay wh e gnrndchild I am. 
When we left the hill place 
My mother said be prideful 
Mountain people are clean and take no charity 
Other children called me ugly names . 
What were they to do with green laurel leaves 
Over brownwater creeks. 
The old men in straight backed chairs 
Guard store fronts on dusty roadsides 
Discuss my lineage and place 
Setting on me the grandfather I never knew 
I have the eyes, they say, and turn my head just so. 
I have four quilts my grandmother made 
One for each of my sons 
We lost the front porch rockers that sang me to sleep 
On the deep summer nights 
And the old men are dead of black lung at last. 
Who will tell the children who they are? 
Sharon Wilson 
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sans down how little sinking shells up 
See? I could dildo cummings too 
(and make a 
buck out of it) 
like some melancholic zitted 
repubescent maladept 
(now 35 with verse of 14) 
who glibly daubs the shit off 
his artists palate, 
with bristling feline tongue, 
to spewingly scrawl across our eyes 
his leprous poesy. 
Richard Edgerton 
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Cyril Marsden . 
Tim' put it body on him 
,1 heron hows a v ice betw, n -..tones 
,rnd he tinds the ere k all d.i 
changing, wearing a f rn bank 
or hornbeam, fawn flow r, they llow poplar, 
the water heavy with its own ancestors 
cooltng among eternitie that wrap the land 
with place he cannot know 
after hi life. Memory lead a word 
trom a fear, no one can tell him 
that hi name i omething that can bum 
under water a if it were hap d 
from th pawning trout. 
And now hi work has found him 
where the distance grow a new fatne 
for hi family: quail ing 
in the willow thicket 
and the father etting the farm upon ilence 




The Victim's Compensation 
This is only a dr am b cau Id ·pisc true st ric . A very bad dr am, which is good, o when I 
wake up, di ma! r ality will eem fr h and wond rful. N t lik ri ing from a good dream: a 
million ire, flying naked over green valley to orgies which await me, wake up at eight-forty, 
should have been working at eight-thirty, the car barely starts and I have to kite a check for two 
dollars worth of gas. 
A hideous dream. Blood pumps out of punctured flesh; mine. An intruder into the skin which 
holds me together, thought to be impenetrable and private. A bare chested troll with thin glazed 
eyes grips my neck, pulls my head from an open car window, says I'm gonna kill you but first I'm 
gonna cut yer eye out. Everyone scream , I block my face with my arm, he pounds the blade into 
me, I scream no, please, no, and even though I am screaming 'please' he punches steel into my 
arm and throat while my friends scream help, oh God, help, but God doesn't help, or does he? 
A sick, horrendous dream. The taste of rusted metal thick inside my mouth. A dark and fuzzy 
uniform stands over me asking who did this and how did the fight start (what did you do to 
deserve this?) All fates are deserved in the eyes of the law, medicine, and simple minds unable to 
accept missing variables. His badge blinds me, it reflects the surgical lights, he asks was it a nigger~ 
son? I say yes, a white one. He asks can you describe him and I say yes, he was a lower eastside 
redneck, hilljack, redjack, hillneck, typical, typical, typical. I say what a great city while a 
stereotypical intern studies the gash in my bicep for several minutes, or years, finally he calls for a 
second opinon. They stare into the canyon and they are silent as they stare some more and finally 
they quit staring and the second opinioner says, aw, just sew it up. He is silent as he sews, then he 
leaves. I ask an empty room if I am going to die. 
What a fanta tic bad dream! I'll love going to work, I'll kiss their faces as they gather around the 
coffee trough, tabbing each other in th back. That's it! Oh, thank you Sigmund, for revealing 
why thi dr am came about. You may now e plain why th nur e is telling me that the heavy-set 
woman who wa with me is staging a monodrama in th waiting room, complete with smelling 
salt and d perate phone calls to the e -husband he till hate but suddenly needs. She was 
crazy before this happened to you, the nurse says, because there is no excuse for her behavior. 
And there is no excuse for this dream. 
I wake up and this dream ends so that another can begin. I focus on a balcony railing, not mine, 
upon which hangs icicles and a bloodstained shirt, mine. In the glass patio doors there is a 
reflection of a grey-faced corpse. I try to ri e but the left side of me doesn't work. There is still 
metal in my mouth, heavy gauze wrapped around my arms, gauze on my neck, and gauze in my 
stomach, boiling. This is only a bad reality in between good dreams. A temporary illness waitmg to 
fall back to sleep. I need a puppy to lick my face. 
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Hello! We ar now more than ever your clo e t friend becau e we wer with you when ou 
were stabbed. We don't think you hould be left alon , owe will be taying with you in rotating 
twenty-four hour hift for the next few year o you won't get d pre ed. There' pl nty of room 
for us in your efficiency apartm nt. And we aren't going to dwell on thi tabbing, tabbing, but 
do you know the nur e had th gall to t 11 u w wer getting blood all o er the waiting r m. 
Blood all over! Can you b lieve h r? It' a g od thing your car has r d uphol tery b cau w 
didn't g t all the blood, blood wa h d off. Oh yes, w all ha t b in th det ti e's offic 
Monday at nin to look through a f w hundr d mug ph tos. But d n't you w rry about u , w •'v 
gath r d our wit , we have, and wc'r not going to dw II on thi t, bbing, stabbing. It might 
b a g d 1d a f r y u to c nsid r oun •ling b aus' som thing lik this can drive you razv ou 
p or thing you. ot us, you. !though w' fc ,1 s v 'n ton ot guilt for b ing powerless to hdp ou, 
but don't w rry about u , w .ir gc ing t b just tin', pt for th guilt A.., so n as ou'r, str ng 
again, you an lift 1t ff ur ba ks, pound by pt und, oun b un c. Until th n w •'r, going t sit 
in a mi ir I , nd tar at y u. 
Hello, thi i your father. I told you and I told you and I told you not to hang around bar with 
tho e kooky bozo broad of your . Were you on drugs? Wa it a nigger? What did you do to him? 
Why didn't you fight back? Why was he after you? Why i it everything happens to you? You and 
your crazy lunatic friend , I wear. ow, I'm telling you again on, there' alway omeone out 
there trying to get you. Find out who this nut i and I'll put him in a blender. You ay he had black .. 
hair? I think I've een him. I'm going to go pa t that area tonight, he won't me with me and my 
metal. I told you those big mouthed bitche of your would get you killed, didn't I? Didn't I? I'm 
going to give you one of my gun . o, I b tter not. You'll ju t get depre sed and kill your elf. Did 
you read about that girl they found in a ditch? I can't believe you, what you put me through. He' 
probably ome motherfucking Hell' Angel and now he'll have to put you away o you can't end 
him up. You and your nutty friends, I swear. I'm going to bring home ome of tho e printing 
blades from the shop. They're about three feet long, I put tape around the bottom , they make 
good machete . Keep some in your car. I've got ome McDonald' coupons you can have. I'm 
going to give you two hundred dollar ju tin ca e. 
The detective takes a polaroid of me po ing with my tab wound and we notice two little cut in 
my armpit the doctor mi ed. Thi i a elf-developing bad dream, the detectjve say 'beautiful' 
and shows me the photo and I ee a corp e and want to vomit. I fill out a brief fourteen-page crime 
report. It conflict with the one filled out b the heavy-. t girl who wa in the back eat hiding her 
eye . he in i t the tabb r had blonde hair, blu ye , and drove away in a blue car. I ay black 
hair, gr en y s, gr en car. I ay 1965 Pontia , h had told him ither Toy ta r Cadillac. o ir, 
sh ' not always, a you ay, 'twitchy'. Ju t during tabbing , and h ' till g tting ov r h r 
divorc f five y ar ag . H pull ut thr I ng file draw r of mug photos, t ll m h w lucky I 
am it wa n't a nigger, there' tw Iv drawer of them and they all look alike, o here, tak your 
time with the e twelve hundred photo of the uglie t creature in the county. 
Every other photo is someone you've known, and here is o-and- o's ex-husband, and anyone 
wearing a suit is a man of God with 'morals' written on the back. I count twenty- even. Bapti t 
pr acher eemed mor inclin d to child mole t, while the Catholic pnests dressed more tastefully 
and only hook it in little tyke face . The h a y- et girl, J annie, keep looking through th sam 
file drawer pulling out the one who re ernble her ex. The kinny girl who wa in the front . eat 
with me i seriously trying to find the stabber o she can lose some guilt. Twenty minute , two 
hours. Here is a good photo of a minister with a thirteen-year-old boy, no e planation on the back, 
o I start to go into the office and ask the detective 'hey, what's the story on these guys' but there 
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are thin black eyes peering from the next photo. I hout 'we've got him' but he is gloating; a mirk 
which says 'ha ha, you don't have me you sliced up whimp, all you have is a piece of film.' On the 
back is printed William. 
We drive back to our normal lives but we must top at the fabric tore becau Jeannie i getting 
depressed and want a new bedspread. I it in th car with Diane, we ridicul the gaudy bl~e and 
white bed pread hanging in the window and I think he' laughing but he turn around with wet 
eyes and asks me if I think it wa all her fault. Jeannie return and h w u her new blue and 
white bedspread, a k if we like it, we start laughing, she tart crying. 
The commercial how two perf ctly s a n d gray-hair d w m n nd ay t r ach out and 
tou h omeon . H 11 , Paul? How ar you? How' th weath r in w Ori , n ? He say eighty­
fiv d gr e and how glad h i h d n't till Ii up th r and h w hav lb n and l y tabb d 
ten time , never be the ame, and he ay l t th mp ur, l t th m roll. 
It still pours. My head is stuck out ide the car window, ne t to me i ten pound of froz n chili 
and mother who says she doesn't really think that guy was really trying to really kill me. No, not 
really. In a few minutes I am having sixty-four stitche of kite tring pulled from my arm. Doctor 
asks was he black? No? Hmmmmm ... there's quite a bit of nerve damage in this arm. My eyes 
begin to pour. He recommends a psychiatrist because I should have been over this by now (you 
were crazy before this happened). No, I won't give you tranquilizers (you'll just get depressed and 
kill yourself). 
Let's talk about your family background, your job, your ex life, and everything that has ever 
made you mad enough to hate. My parents are nuts, my sisters are beserk, my friend are lunatics, 
what sex life? And now I'm crazy. I hated my seventh grade math teacher for not having fingers on 
her left hand. I think I'm okay now, yes, I did have dreams (like this one?) Sexual? Well, 
uh ... oh what the hell, for seventy bucks an hour I shouldn't have to lie. Yes, of course. It was a 
lot like being raped, I guess. I'd rather be raped and not stabbed than stabbed and not raped. Oh, 
did I say that? Is that what I said? Which would you prefer, Doc, raped or stabbed? How do you 
want your rape? Rare, medium, or well? My fir t reaction? I wanted a puppy. Dreams? Yes, 
dreams. Many. Mostly when I'm asleep. When I'm awake I have realities. Why can't I get you to 
laugh, Doc? I'm paying you goddamnit, you could at least chuckle! Yes, I will read t~at book, a_nd 
thank you for the tranquilizers. Do you have any for my friends? Preferably omethmg on which 
they could easily overdose. Good advice, Doc, I'll start by taking long walks around the block at 
night. I'll be just fine, I'm a tough one. o problem, Doc. Could you walk me to my car? ls ther 
someplace on thi floor where I can puke? 
Hello. It's just me. Thought I'd better call and check on you. Oh, i it that late? My bed pread 
looks real nice, it matches my curtains. Are you depre s d? Oh, well, you'll get over this. It must 
be awful. Well, I'll let you go back to sleep. I've had the worst headache all day. You know, the 
sinus kind where your forehead stings? Well, I'll let you go now. Oh, by the way .... 
Hello, this is your father. Were you asleep? Where were you last night when I called._ Hey, 
there's a guy at the gas station down the street. Sounds like this William only this guy calls himself 
Steve. When are you going to come get these machetes. Are your door locked? You never know 
anymore, I'm telling you son. Did you use those McDonald's coupons? I ju~t c~n't believe ~ou~ 
nutty friends got you stabbed. And what it's costing me! Are you sure you didn t do something. 
Okay, all right. Oh, I've got a hundred dollars you can have. 
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Hi honey, it's just me. Did you eat all your chili? I'm making some vegetable soup now but it's 
not as g0od as the chili. Oh, yes, it is late, isn't it? Do you need anything? Well, I'll freeze this 
tonight and bring it over tomorrow. So you're going back to work tomorrow? Good, good. Oh, by 
the way, I was wondering, uh, well, you're not running around with a married woman are you? 
All right, all right, don't be so touchy. I don't know why I'm up this late. I've been dreaming about 
my poor sister; every year this time around her birthday. I really miss her. I guess I should let the 
dead rest in peace. Get some sleep, I'll talk to you tomorrow. 
The alarm clock kills the dream and suddenly it' good morning, hello, yes, we heard the bad 
new , how awful, oh, you really don't look too bad. Good morning, I heard, my God, you look 
awful, let' e them, oh, my, w ll, tho e aren't too bad, I guess. Their faces wear disappointment 
that I haven't lived up to the la t episode of Quincy, the advance publicity was juicier than the 
actual steak. 
Hello! How are you? Are you sure? I mean, really sure? Most of them ask was he a nigger except 
for the black librarian who ask was he black. Well, you just take care now. Oh, two things: we 
scheduled a tour for you, poor Betty has diarrhea and doesn't feel like doing it so we didn't think 
you would mind. Forty-seven disadvantaged kids. Try to keep them mainly in your area. They'll 
be here in about fifteen minutes. Also, we're taking donations to buy some flowers for Dawn. You 
remember Dawn, she worked downstairs last year? The typist? Well, anyway, her ex-step­
cousin-in-law just had a baby in Lander, Wyoming. We're each putting in five dollars. No hurry 
though, it can wait until you're done with your tour. 
Hello! This is Will downstairs in Media. We all heard what happened. You all right? Good, 
good. Same old cut-up, huh? Get it? Cut-up! Hahl That's a good one, isn't it? Cut-up, hah ha! 
Hello? Hello? 
One arm holds my grocery coupons, the other holds three oranges, two grapefruits, two 
lemons, and one lime. There's a bottle of rum waiting for me at home. My bed will be the white 
sandy beach, the bathtub is the ocean. The man waiting in front of me in the check out line is 
growing impatient, he shifts his weight back and forth from one leg to the other. The cashier has 
been flown in from the South to slow things down: niiiinnnne-deeeeeee-fiiiivvvveeee, forrrrr­
deeeee-niiiiine, a dollllllerrrrr-niiiinnnne-teeeen. The black haired man snorts and turns around to 
solicit support for his impatience and his eyes could be William's, are William's, or might be 
William's. The oranges fall into a bin of flashlight batteries, the rest falls into a rack with National 
Enquirer, and I am gone through automatic doors half-open. 
Here is the victim with his closest friends enjoying an evening out. They are proving they can 
still have a good time after all. They carefully avoid any mention of 'it' or 'him', yet they are all 
drinking William on the rocks. 
Here they are again. This time proving they can make jokes about 'it' and 'him' no matter how 
vile or nauseating. The drinks are normal this time, but the victim is under the table looking for a 
puppy. 
This is great therapy, this dark-night-walking. Look at me, one-footing-in-front-of-the­
othering. How soon before I can run, Doc? Oh, that's funny, that'll surely get a laugh out of him. If 
I practice regularly, I can work my way down to the lower eastside. Maybe someday walk naked 
through Harlem. Great therapy, yes, until I see the dark silhouette approaching from the end of 
the street. I unfold the knife inside my pocket just in case, but as the distance between us becomes 
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unbearable, I turn and run back to my apartment fifteen yards away. I check in ide the closets and 
under the bed, turn on the televi ion and put the bottle of rum next to the tranquili/er on my 
nightstand. There are some great how on tonight. P ycho i on channel nine, or I c.:rn watch 
Halloween Ir, Quincy, Police Story, Sl<1sh H aven, Stella gets Stabbed, or Kni\e, in Parc1di e. The 
·tabber are hero . They win Emmy awards. That's why he did thi to me! He wa trying to win 
an Emmy award. Enquirer headline: Missing Variable Found! Common Factor Uncm ered' (mug 
photo at top) Poor Pers cuted Stabber Wac; Only Trymg To Mak It In Televi ion. Her ' a good 
gam for self-pitying victim of televi ·ion: ever 1 time you s ea fellow victim on the tube, y u take 
a tranquiliz rand chas it with boo1e. 
Tom rrow I fin, Ii/, th official copi of thc final, authorized, certiti d ond deputi;,,ed w.urant . 
Th n I apply for vt tim' comp n ation. I ia! rirst I hav, thi dre.tm, or maybe a r >ality, wh r a 
familiar fa kno k.., on my d or at two a.m., falls into my bed at fi\' after two, k1<,scs m at six 
after tw , gent! touch s my scar at even after two, and then watches m puk rum and 
tranquilizer until dawn. 
Thank you, kind detective, for processing these warrant and for blowing your foul cigar moke 
in my face. My enormous, threatening signature goes onto i copies of warrant . Six copies go 
into a tack of a few thousand others. I a k the face behind the smoke if he thinks they'll ever find 
him and he say people like that eventually show up omewhere. Six copies into a thousand 
others; \'ictims looking for their William . All of us filed away forever. 
Can you direct me to the victim's compen ation office? Thank yc ·.1, sir, and enjoy your cigar. 
The attorney how me the empty bottle of Jack Daniel he drank after passing her bar exam. I 
notice that behind her three-piece suit are ome very firm curves. Let me get this straight, she 
ays. There wa a girl in the front seat with you, a guy and a girl in the back seat, you pulled into a 
niteclub parking space and some nut runs up and stabs you, right? 
Yes, and he was not a nigger. 
[ didn't a k. Who was the guy with you? Why isn't his signature on the police report? 
He hitchhiked to Denver the ne t day. Left all his belongings here. I used his shirt as a tour­
niquet. l think he went out there to find a puppy. 
She a ks have you seen a shrink and I say yes but he ha no c;ense of humor. She tells me this 
, ictim' compen ation doesn't cover personal property or mental duress and that it takes nine 
month to proce s. I can never drop the charges and I must be willing to sue this invisible William 
fore, erything he owns: a pearl handled knife, a tattoo. 
You ar lucky, she tell me, very very lucky. l just fini ·hed a claim for a couple whose twin girls 
were killed by a pervert. When I handed them the check, the father aid you mean my girl were 
only worth four hundred dollars and eighteen cents? He tor up the check. The mother was 
conv r ing with tw invi ible eight year old , as if th y were till b ide her. 
The purple scars on my arm disappeared. On the way out I paused to study the long, thin lines 
of the marble sculpture in the lobby. I u ed the pay phone to call Dad and tell him I needed money 
even though I didn't. I called Jeannie and told her I needed a night out with the gang so I wouldn't 
get depressed. 
Driving home I went the long way through the country. I wanted to see the river's furious 
c lebration of Spring. The air wa damF and thick. I held my arm out the window to catch it, to 
pull the rich mell inside. The sun bounced off the old white farmhouse I rode past so many times 
when I was growing up. Its fence was hidden by honey uckle like we had in our back yard. I 
remembered the time I ran down the path and jumped into the bush. I started screaming and 
swathng at wasps. I laid there crying while my fat old dog licked the swollen red circles, growling 
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at me if I tried to move. 
The fields were steaming and misty from a morning shower. There i always one certain rain 
which changes Winter to Spring. Maybe one day's downpour, or several days of showers, but 
always a particular time when everything changes. The greens tum dark and lush, the air becomes 
pungent; permeated with the wet smell of growth. You hear people talking about Spring coming 
the other day, or this or that day, but it doe n' t really matter. All that matters i that you have your 
own feeling , certain instinct , which enable you to accept the change without knowing how or 
when they occurred. To endur th downpour, content with knowing only that what follow will 




You stepped into my life 
And suddenly 
Every rainy day I ever knew 
Cleared 
And I finally m t th rainbow. 
Lisa M. Iezzi 
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Water Snakes 
Th young lov r met in th wimming pool, 
Gliding toward each th r like g Id rpent 
That had eat nth -un for days on nd-
Open their mouth and their ar hed tongu would hine­
They wanted to be brilliant and yet supple. 
The public pool is heaped with coils of them, 
Her rings discarded like scales or squama, 
His round watch an extra eye from Eden: 
The suntan lotion marks a slithered trail­
They may sink, of course, to gold mosaic, 
Figures to be walked on by hard, wet feet, 
But not before, gloriously entwined, 
They flicker on the surface of the pool. 
Tell me if you have ever had this longing 
To see love like a wick on the water?­
Bodies, oiled, clinging, an ignis fatuus, 
Making the old, original nerves writhe, 
Memory darting its dark, forked tongue­
We straighten our world in just a moment: 
One burns these sinuous lovers sparingly, 
A ~mell of incense smoking on the water. 
Nevertheless, I strike a match by the pool, 
And see two serpents kissing in the light. 
Charles Edward Eaton 
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The Dooryard 
Stand right there-mind the edge! 
From here at our feet there grew 
Hundreds of blossoms. 
Look you, there an old tire 
Held four-o'clocks and foxglove. 
Here, and just over there, rusty buckets 
Were blue with periwinkle. 
Lining that path were rounded creek rocks, 
Double the size of Dad's fist. 
Each spring we whitewashed them to 
Sparkle against the flowers. 
The fru_it trees don't bear speaking of: 
Apple, peach, paw-paw, persimmon. 
That old wire fence bends yet, under 
The weight of vanished scarlet ramblers. 
A stranger from the city took pictures, 
For a magazine, he said 
Tangled some doodad into the honeysuckle 
And shook loose the bees! 
I hear my Mama's laughter still. 
We heard no more on pictures. 
See the rock piles yonder­
Yearly we cleared the snakes out. 
Frightful job, killing snakes. 
Now, Bradley, he snapped 'em like whips. 
Never saw any man do so since. 
No, none now. Must be 
We done too good a job. 
Growers and killers, 
Flowers and snakes, 
All are gone now. 
Sharon L. Wilson 
The River 
Und 'r the spring sky 
Wmdmg through grass ii •Id 
the n\cr rush onward. 
W,th th strength to grind rock 
Yet, l,ke ilk in its softne . 
TomAnessi 
Willow 
Waving shaking her long green hair to 
Idly hang down 
Lightly touching glass pond 






The house began the town 
and there was no one here but May 
home from the flocks of geese 
that made their winter near the river 
she heard the field bear nothing 
the year when her parent 
won the truth of their land from church 
the hou e that held the woods near it 
like men all dying in one sleep 
the town rubbed its health onto the valley 
and May bowed slowly to people 
that aw us marry our names 
to the ancestors of the white continent. 
Clyde Kessler 
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Ascending Light Snow 
a little like burning tis ue paper up 
a flue, or notes from a flute made of 
white gold-the now hurrie back to 
heaven a lot like the chip from an 
ice culpture unfinished of sir or 
is it saint franci a i i-?-and most 
like the soul , exactly the ouls, of 
common insect , flie and ants, gone 
and going in plentiful profu ion to 




My ye arc blind d 
by th dark cav 
of the pa t. 
My nose wrinkle over 
the musty smell of 
dead things. 
Owls sway on fishline 
flights, a two-headed 
calf looks both way a 
if he'd like to cross. 
A sealed gla ca e 
displays the bones of a 
poor lost white man 
without his calp. 
Mannequin Brave po~e 
by electricity flickering 
fire as squaw skin 
ta idermist rabbit. 
Diane Webster 
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A Rose with Note 
The only poetry 
l could ever hope 
to dedicat to 
the smile your joy 
gave to the windy spring day 
this afternoon; 
when l, an innocent 
bystander, was struck 
down dead and my spirit 
resurrected, effervescent, 
before the temple of your 
eyes, 
would be more clumsy still 
if I would not have let us 
both go our own w"ys 
unhindered. 
Vance James Wissinger 
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Autumn Moon 
I it on wood floor b ard 
in a farm hou chilJ ,d with~ g 
brush du t otf a oft e t,1bl . 
Hand print 
smaller than mine on th wall ­
black smudges I wipe away. 
I've forgotten who e hand. 
combed these dry field -
keletons of cornstalk 
that pray to an Autumn moon. 
At the window ovember wind hum, 
icy breath warping fro ted glass . 
Outside 
fence posts ag like worn seams 
but dead roots till hold the earth. 
I button my coat, 
walk the gravel road 
,md wait for now 
to cover branches 
bare as veins. 
Marcia Kester 
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• • . no sunsets in months 
I haven't een a un et 
in everal months, it m -
nature mo es so slowly, 
deliberating: wl,nt color 
·'1011/d tliis e1.1ening be? 
- while I live in days without 
di i ion . 
(One evening on t. v. 
a an aid to a hummingbird 
people appear firm-rooted, 
motionle a tree : 
o much th differen e 
rn our m tabolism .) 
[I 
A wise old man as big as sun ets, 
my grandfather was, 
and timeless, too, l thought-
but nature moves o slowly, 
deliberately: the cancer 
grew for thirty years 
-while I beat my wings in 
constant rhythm, struggling 
just to hover in place 
(and grew up in 
his shrinking shadow 
with his proud name as part 
ofmy own, 
and still I always thought 
that he 
stood firm and motionless 
as trees: 
so much, the difference). 
III 
Now I see each day a sunset 
draw him nearer to a close­
nature moves too fast 
for him now: cancer 
spreading to his brain 
-I strain now, in moving 
forward; 
he strains, now, to stay 
in place 
(so much the difference 
in our metabolisms). 
I see a sunset coming soon 
when he sinks forever behind 
a hill 
and leaves behind an afterglow 
where I hover safe in his 
hadow till 
... I hadn't seen a sunset 
in several months, it seems: 
so much, the difference 
from one night to another; 
so much, the difference 




with ,1 suitcase full of mom's potato ,1lad 
,111d ,l r •ar-vi \-\.' mirrnr bloated with g,a ' skies 
l,ood -b <.' stcril<.• insedl •ss ll,1tl,1nd 
ot mid rill ,1111 •ric,1 (put •vc.•r st,1te into ,1 
bl •nd ·r ,rnd th 'Y ·onw out d,1 ton-g,-.1 ) 
I'll rnbs the 1,rnd of nothing spe ral and graves 
lull ol college tud nts, unsoh •d murder , 
e alted murden>rs paid jn full (mo t building 
are named in His Honor or el e they would n ver 
ha,e been) 
I houldn't be so bitter, the p ople are ... 
luke-warm and ·emi-friendly (especially if you 
breed champion pit bull ·) and on pecial 
occasions they erve cold ham andw1che , 
OQ your way out the say you own them fifty 
cent_, and they Im e their beer and they like 
their chrldren (the s ven who tayed) and their 
month)} checks, and sun iving winter' fury 
(every conversation from eptember to may) · 
but party and dance those ummer rnght down­
town rn the qua re, music bou nee off, acant 
office towers, you arri\(> miling with a fro ty 
h'\ eh e-pack and you leave with a pearl-handled 
knrfe wedged into your pine, go home and pray 
you'll b te ted for a mayonnai commercial, 
and if you're on enough p ilocvbm, your relativ 
s em so human when the, ask how can you leave 
,111 thi and you answer I'm going to . ew Orleans 
where it n 'Ver r,1ins and ever thing is truly 
perfect {I kn w the potato alad will spoil) 
Mike Smith 
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Old man in clothing store 
I sing a little. When my wife was ali e, God 
bless her, we used to sing such beautiful 
Hebrew songs. That was a long time ago. I am 
seventy years old, but l don't smoke and I am 
healthy. I have a good life but I miss my 
meeshpucha. You don't know what that is? Your 
meeshpucha is your family. I was in Germany 
for six years und~r Hitler, but me and my 
family would sing, make pretty music and 
lighten our hearts. Ah well, no one speaks 
Yiddish anymore. You're a fine boy anyway. Take 
care of your meeshpucha, and don't smoke. 
Joel Katz 
30 
At The Metalworks 
Mike, the hift foreman, hands me a yellow helmet and points to my briefcas . "I like that," he 
says. "Around here, we like people that are organized." 
Mike is big and sunburned, and his hair forms an orange fringe around the yellow of his 
hardhat. He pats the gray timeclock beside him. 
"This is where it all begins. The time. Everybody punches the clock here, and the clock runs in 
only one direction. After one o'clock comes two o'clock; after two o'clock, three, Get it?" 
"I think so." I am a little slow to reply. 
"Well, you will." His eyes narrow. "We've had some guys here that like to play with the clock. 
You play with the clock, you're out. Get it?" · 
"Got it." 
His eyes stay on my face. "You got a real nice suntan, you know. You ~rom out West 
somewhere?" 
"No, I grew up in Flushing." My answer is quick but casual, well-practiced. 
"Where did you go to school?" he asks, still staring. 
"Columbia." 
"What did you study?" 
I hesitate a moment. They did not tell me about this one. "Mechanical engineering." 
"Engineering, huh? You know Professor Nimzovitch?" 
"No. Never heard of him." I am in trouble now, but my odds are at least fifty-fifty. 
Mike smiles and nods, looks at his wrist for some reason. "Don't know old Nimzovitch, hm?" 
He scratches the spot he'd been looking at, then studies me, waiting for some response. I smile 
calmly. 
"Good," he says. "I don't think there is any such person." Turning, he motions with a big, 
square hand. We walk into the dimly-lit corridor. 
There is a ratcheting noise somewhere ahead of us, the sound of many small machines, but Mike 
stops before we get to it. He opens a door, and we enter a large room with spattered tables along 
each wall, an acetone smell in the air. An old man is holding a large piece of paper up to the desk 
light. He looks exactly like the man that used to play Doctor Zorba on a television doctor show. 
"This is our sign shop," says Mike. "Sam, show the new recruit a few of your signs." 
Sam shuffles out to the center of the floor. He thumbs his suspenders, touches his nose twice, 
rubs his stomach. "That's the bunt. You want to see the hit-and-run?" 
Mike laughs. I laugh too, but I'm worried I don't sound right. 
Sam digs under the table, pulls out large sheets with symbols printed on them, mostly arrows 
pointing one way or another. "Arrows we use a lot of," says 'Sam. "And colorcoding. Red, 
especially. People always understand red. We don't get much call for complicated signs any­
more." He sighs, gazes far away. "People can't read them. Television, I guess." . 
Mike nods solemnly and looks to me. I shake my head. "It's a shame." They seem satisfied with 
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my response. 
We leave. The corridor open into a large, dark area, the ratcheting noi e all around u now. On 
eith~r side, rows of mall, waxen-faced people work at tiny machine . They work with tw.eezers, 
lean~ng cl.o to their work. Each table i · lit only by a circular flu ore ·cent lamp. , 
Mik~ pick up th pac , and I try to keep up. We enter a room big a an airplan hangar. There is 
a. banging and a hydraulic whine in the air. All around, machine5 stand like corrod d m tal pillars, 
n mg halfwa t th ceiling. 
"Thi is th main shop," <;a s Mik . t n pho11,e stand, c1 ad-fac d man i · cribbling on a 
n~~epad_and rm,1,mbling ,~dje ,~1: '~ tl hims If, odd ones like 'passable-looking' and' -rnalli h'. 
This 1.., aul, sa Mike, the gu you'll be working under. Saul, thi is nthony Ford." 
"f·ort," I say, haking ,wl's hand. 
aul do s nc l smil '. I le looks to Mik '. "T •II him to get a h, ir ut. D sh know c b ut th, dr • 
C d ?" 
1 notic au! is wearing knickers, ._u.,penders and argyle sock . . " \ rybody h r ," he say , 
"dres s the am . We don't want any oddballs here. You ot knicker ?" 
I hake my head. 
" u pend r ?" 
I am told to get them, posthaste. 
Saul goes back to hi scribbling. Mike takes me near one of the machines. A black man is 
opera_ting it. He seems obli\ iou to us. Hi arms and face look very thin, the bones and tendons 
showing clea.rly . .At a tab~e be ide him, little gray doll are lined up in rows. They are rudely­
formed, looking hke men m ·pace uits. l watch as the black man pull several from his machine, 
sets them a ide to cool. Mike pick one up, hefts it. · 
"Thi is where you'll start. You won't ha\'e to work a machine, though. This is where we make 
character ," he says. He turns and points to a row of tables directly across from us. "Over there is 
where we develop them." 
He tosses the little doll to me. "Here, feel it." 
It is warm, and heavy as lead. 
"There' nothing like a good, olid character,'' he ays. "Don't let anybody tell you different." 
We walk past all, the tall machines, down the aisle to the table-filled area. Seated at them, 
workers are drilling and anding and painting the little dolls. "This is where we develop the 
character . " 
He picks up a handful of ·mall gear , points ome of them out to me. "Each of these affects the 
way a character mov . W tamp th m out all th am , and th n 1f w want a character to move a 
littl different, we knock out a couplet cth. A lot of th e charact r have little voice , too. That's a 
good way tog t p ople to lik them. We got som that sing I;armony." 
Mike put back th parts and laugh adly. "You know, we have a hell of a time finding workers 
who can d velop character . I don't know what it i lately. Televi ion, I guess. I send new guys to 
Saul, and he's alway coming to me saying he can't do a thing with them. It's hard to find good 
help. Used to be, anybody could develop a character." 
Mike looks me over again. "You aren't vegetarian, are you?" 
". o," l tell him. I'm getting good at it now. "I like steak. And potatoes." 
"That' my ki_nd of guy." Mike pats me on the back. "A lot of these young kids are vegetarian, 
you know. You JU5t can't have vegetarian doing thi kind of work." 
We walk over to an area where a little guy with a big no e and frizzy hair is working at some sort 
of stamping machine. "This is the Reality department," says Mike. "Hey, Woody, c'mere." 
Woody turns from his machine and comes over, wiping his hands on a greasy rag. "Woody is 
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the funniest guy in the shop," says Mike. I find this interesting. Woody looks as if it would kill him 
to smile. 
"How's things with reality today?" asks Mike, winking at me. 
"Hey," says Woody somberly, "it's the only place you can get a good potato knish." 
Mike laughs. I try, but nothing will come out. Mike and Woody stare. Somehow, I produce a 
ort of titter. 
"At fir t," I tell them, "I didn't get it." 
Mike nod but do not smile. "Woody is our reality speciali t. The part he makes are the most 
important of all. If th reality i no good, the product will not work. So we hav a very trict quality 
control here. W 've u ed e actly the ame realitie for hundr d of year . Some English guy made 
th e realiti . What' his name, W od?" 
"Newton." 
Woody goe over to hi littl pre , t p · on a fo t witch. Th punch tamp out a part. Woody 
take it from th ma hin and bring it over, motion form t hold out my hand. 
"It's kind of smell," I say, studying it. They are taring again. "Well, I mean. It's interesting how 
such a small part could be so important." 
It looks like a little silver screw without a head, and a I watch, I swear the thing is getting 
smaller. Woody grabs it away. 
We move on, past a row of squat punch presses. "This is where we stamp out the plots!" shouts 
Mike, cupping his hands. 
Further down the aisle the din fades. At work tables nearby, people are attaching rounded 
characters to turntables, using tweezers and tiny screwdrivers. 
"You have to understand one thing," says Mike. "All the machines we use are very old and, 
delicate. They were built in the Old Country a long time ago. We have a crew of old guys that come 
in and set them when something goes wrong. These guys don't even speak Eng.lish." 
Mike pokes a finger into my chest. "And nobody else fools with these machines, understand?" 
I tell him yes, and force a weak smile. 
"We get punks that come in here and try to fool with the machines. We caught a bunch once, 
working on Woody's machine, after hours. They thought the parts were too small. We didn't fire 
them. An accident happened to them. Understand?" 
"I understand." 
"Good," says Mike. "We like people that understand. These guys come out of school trained as 
quantum mechanics. You just can't have quantum mechanics working on these kind of 
machines." 
I keep nodding and smiling, hiding what I feel. He does not understand. It is more than just 
quantum mechanics. It is the end of an era, and the old ways no longer work. 
His face is getting redder as he talks. "You get young kids, yoµ know, and they think they can 
improve everything. They complain about what we build and the way we build it. They talk about 
'toxic' and 'unsafe' and 'outdated'." • · 
For a moment he is silent, seemingly getting a grip on himself. He gestures to the people 
working at the tables. "This is where they attach the characters to the plots. That m~ht sound 
simple, but believe me it's not. You got all thes~small springs and gears, and the tension has to be 
just perfect or the whole thing will fall apart. You can't have a quantum mechanic working on this 
kind of product." 
Mike laughs disgustedly, looks off down the aisle. "You.know those guys that were playing 
with the timeclock?" 
"Yes, I remember." 
"Well, those are the same ones that tried to fool around with the machines: You can tell them a 
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mile away, you know. They use words like 'bourgeois,' even around the shop. I can't understand 
'em, to tell you the truth." 
He watches me, waits for a response. l would like to provide one, for him and his friends that 
will not step aside, but l must wait. l give a little snort. "They sound pretty crazy to me." 
"You're damn right they are . You should see the kind of work they turn out," he says. "They'll 
screw the characters to the plot upside down, or completely forget to put them on. And, jeez, you 
should ee them try and develop a cha-ract r . ft comes out looking like something from the 
Twilight Zone, you know wh,1t I mean?" 
"It's hard to 1magin . " 
"It sure i . . " Mik pick a fini ·hed hara ct r from the table, heft it. "Th e guys ay people want 
cl new product. Well we do pretty damn good with ur product, 1 t me tell you. W 'r ba ed her 
m th, Ec1 . t, m,1mly, but we got utlets all v r th country ." 
"Do you get much comp tition?" 
"A littl . Usually we try and buy th m 0t1t." 
"What if you can't?" 
Mike looks away, cratche his head. "Then they have an accident." 
I nod sympathetically. l don't want to have an accident before I get to the door. 
I-le takes me to the end of the line, winds up one of the products and stands back. Tinkling 
music plays. A boy and girl character come out of little doors, meet in the center, dance around 
each other. The girl wears a long floral dress. The boy wears knickers, suspenders, and argyle
sock~. 
Mike watches, smiling. "We make a lot of different models, but this one still sells the best. 
othing like it, you know?" 
We stand there until it winds down, then walk to the door. Mike shakes my hand. "Hey, you 
seem like a real square kid," he says. "l hope the job works out." 
"Me too, Mike. Me too." He has not noticed my missing briefcase. Lucky for me, I am not 
"accident" prone. 
"Just come in Monday with your work clothes and a haircut." 
I look in his eyes. Behind the fast talk and surface cheer, there is a weariness, vast and deep. I 
sense that in some corner of his being, Mike ha been waiting for this day, and his friends too. I 
may be wrong. 
"Sure, Mike. Thanks." 
I turn and walk slowly, carefully, out into the late-morning sunshine. When the door thuds 
shut, I break into a run. It is a low-yield device, only a few kilotons, and the timer is slow. But the 




It is a somewhat random 
sound of scratching- like bone 
caught within my throat 
A wind sound 
of me lifting your hair 
in slow fil)gerfulls so long 
and full against an open sky 
It is your voice at work in me 
A layered sound that rolls 
rises and lilts just now 
as you lean over the tub 
to finger test your water 
It is something rich in sound 
shimmering in a thick brown towel 
tucked beneath the armpits 
as I study you in shadows 
beneath a closed and fallen sky 
and listen to your fleshboned voice 




his toy poodle 
white lur 
lipped 
,rnd url ,d 
tocn,tib painted 
red 





and the things 
he gi\'es her 
then complain 
when the diamond 
tudded collar 
she asked for 
get-; too tight 
Sheryl L. Nelms 
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Sunbather 
He li 5 on the brown dune lik a white car, 
ju t he<1led, bdominal incision . 
ta distan thi-, i all th,tt he se ms, 
A p 'url ,d oblong, a cartouch, with ut nam 
The man hims If feels humiliated, 
titch d into w, rm belly und r the s un, 
Toor mini c nt ot operation , 
Livid utures paling beneath bandage . 
He does not know that he will soon be gone 
As far as the earth ' s belly i concerned, 
Unnoticed, accommodated, old skin, 
Or grown darker even than pubic hair-
But now hi thoughts become much heavier, 
An obelisk, a white monumen t, 
Fallen by a ea of sensuous beauty, 
An ob ession settling for perma nence. 
Still the young man does not know his own mi nd, 
Nor how monumentality is tipped, 
Rolled by the sea, sun-baked, anded over. 
What begin as scar looms as cenotaph 
And qui te literally ends, as weight forgot ten­
There may be harder pavement underneath, 
But for a while at least the young man walks 
In a gold thought, twinned with a princess 
ou t of Egypt. 
Charles Edward Eaton 
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bulkheads that never peter out 
befor you g t t the place where a man out 
of a ceLann painting 
is stabbing a woman repeatedly in the right forearm 
there will be a large black wall with keyholes 
drawn all over it 
you will not know which one to climb through 
don't pity this woman her hands are huge and 
she could snap his neck with one fillip 
before you get to the kitchen for a bite to eat 
there will be a thick wall of di hwashers 
that you can just get a finger through 
but you can only feel the cupboard door 
before you go to work this morning you must 
scale or pole vault a wall as high as china's 
that surrounds your home 
when you finally tire of this tirade and proceed 
to a lofty crag to jump off 
you will look down and see a brownstone wall 
floating like froth on the surface of th deep sea 
Jerry Williams 
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Still Mad About Boback 
Somewhere im older woman stumble 
beneath the weight of stretch marks. 
Her doctor accuses her of pregnancy. 
Never. 
"Then it mu t b th my teriou~ B back, 
diseas which trik the jaded, 
and th cynical." 
Somewhere there is fanfare, 
with porn-porns 
on tennis shoes, 
and bleachers filled with empty 
pop bottles, hot dog wrappers, and adolescent 
lust. 
The band plays the fight song. 
The Flying Wombats of Boback High 
tramp out onto the field. 




"Hon, your feet are cold." 
or 
moans so that 
the brass bed shakes, until 
she screams, 
"Boback! Ah wants ya back! 





















across a courtship 
of turn-century roses 
18 9-1906 
spanning a calendar 
aero two counties 
1 ¢ connected 
time's beauty 
bordered in petals 
face laced in ivory . . . 




on walking stick . . . 
Granpa died of gangrene 
II 
a Gibson Girl 
with rosebud lips 
hair upswept 
and properly knotted 
reminds me of something 
I knew 
oh, yes 
I can tell in whispets 
pinched cheeks blushing 








The sky filled with 
shaggy grey clouds 
hanging over 
b~ck~eesandrooftops 
dogs hallow barks 
bend and drift 
A field of evered evergreens 
cramped and ord r d 
a circle of people around 
a pot of lashing orange flames 
warm to their hands and bellies 
their backs still bitten with coldness 
The cool sticky smell 
of pine and fir trees 
cut and drilled 
impaled 
on row of 
steel spikes 
Children in boots 
and caps and gloves 
large furry women and 
tired husbands 
looking at dead trees 
in the cold in the dark 
Dead green trees 
on a blanket 
of fallen brown needles 
people picking 
and twisting them 




I do not want your d 'Jd h<;h 
in the middle of my rug that way 
or atop the bed to remind me 
or can your live fish wim the tub 
at our soap-slippery feet dancing 
Not there or anywhere else 
I want that thing back in its creek 
Now I mu t ay this to you in warning 
It you hang your dead fish from the ceiling 
like c1 mobile one more time I'll scream 
so loud the house will break apart 
Tell you what I'd really like just now 
Take that stinking fish of yours 
and stick it in that slit of c1 pocket 
that open one you are o careless with 
and there it can stay and stay and stay 
William M. White 
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Con Ed Trees 
Down every Con Ed hole 
I'd like to see a wishing tree 
needing no tears for watering 
only the pouring out of our wishes 
I'd wish for nothing personal 
everything for everybody 
everything for nobody 
in the dropping of saffron petals 
the golden scattering of pollen 




I Took a Methodist Girl 
.. t . . I took a Methodist girl
To a wedding servic she hardly understood . 
She refu d to bend her knees 
For the velvet kn eler. 
I g nu fleeted and refused to explain, 
Vestment or conf sional. 
Said my prayers in my head 
Except for the "Our Father." 
• 
As beautiful as a bride 
She sat with her legs crossed. I kneeled. 
The altar marble, the linens 
Shaded blue in Mary's gown. 
At the exchange of rings 
We stood and leaned 
On the pew in front of us 
Touching hands. 
The top of the pew---carved oak. 
Versus purita·n wood and wrought iron. 
Then, amidst gold and silver 
Two small candles joined flames, 
I musing, "What is this one thinking?" 
Her head framed in rose now. 
She probably wanted to take pictures, 
Turned her head and aid to me, 
"I don't understand why people 
Argue about religion." 
Joseph G. Webster 
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Elliot 
Elliot had always thought of Alice a rather conserv,1tive until she came to <,chool one 
day, wearing nothing but marshmallow whipped topping. He couldn't help but to notice 
how the sticky white gush complimented her features. He was beginning to climb up the 
soft hallow about halfway between her breast and her underarm when he was shaken out 
ot hi · hallucination by a friend who wanted to save him from embarrassing him elf in 
cla -. 
"Golly, thank. !" Elliot rolled up his slee,e.., and wrote a poem on his hand. This is the 
poem: 
oh alice 
you make me so cra ✓ yyy 
vvhen i sit near 
you in cl,1s. , my 





aft r th funeral 
on Mond y 
th y took the mound of 
mum and c rnation and gl diolia 
sent by the friend and relatives 
of Miss Minnie Smith 
to the Talihina Nursing Home 
to decorate 
the dining room 
for a few days 
saving the satin bows 
for Thursday's 
sewing circle 
when the old ladies 
stitch 
them into 
fancy pillow tops 
to sell at the craft fair 
next October 
Sheryl L. Nelms 
Sunday 
Morning is cold brass 
on my face-
outside the buildings stretch 
their honey fingers to blue 
like tombstones against night. 
A blade of light 
slips through my eyes 
splits my thought 
in half like a grapefruit. 
Next door voices 
scrape through thin walls 
where a faucet leaks. 
I try to raise my arms 
but my hands are stones 





Driving At Night 
We fit our cars 
into the network 
perfectly 
• anL1 e cape the flesh, 
rotating to new 
trucks tops 
of God's good grease 
in our radio-filled 





He rolls cigarettes 
under a sky 
of ceilings. 
They say that 
forty years ago 
he walked into 
a house and shot 
a family . 
He doesn't talk 
anymore and beats 
each new inmate 
once. 





in body alone. 
Harry Brody 
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I Touched Dick Clark 
A por~1on ot hi5 brilli._n~ whit manation was trimm d by the coming tog th r of the Ievator 
doo~ · Like a ~~uff of w1rltng cigar tte moke, it fod d und r the fluore cent lights. I collapsed in 
b:~tlderment ,1,nto the de ply upholstered chair in this, the floor' waiting area. Could I have been 
a chosen o_n~ ? Am I eternally blessed? I ucked in a deep breath, filled with ghosts of stale cigars 
and the ma1~ s Lemon Pledge, and I tried to recount my experiences. Did I actually see ... and 
touch · • • Dick Clark? I faded into a flashback, opening my mind's spHled filing cabinet of short­
term memories. I sifted through the answers. 
My ~e~~end ~as planned _when my mother had graciously volunteered my services as my 
church s }outh representative to a statewide convention. Once a year, the church holds this 
co~ventio~ to review it's canons and political views. For two days out of my life, the fate of the 
entire Ohio church youth population re ted on my shoulders. Only about three of them cared 
1wa n't one of them. · 
I s_pent what felt like three weeks in a two hour drive to Cleveland, Ohio. Cleveland is not unlike 
the tourth dimension, as a pre-med student whose hobbies are eating dog vomit and smelling old 
women _once related to me. The Cleveland Bond Court Hotel and Emporium was the site of the 
convention. I r~de up "':ith my pastor who, either consciously or otherwise, constantly reminded 
m~ that. I wasn t alone m the car. He talked to me, I think. He was either talking to me or the 
windshield. In any case, we both, the shield and I, listened to him with the same level of en­
th~siasm. He spent the entire trip relating The Ten Commandments to a "Laverne and Shirley" 
episode that I didn't even see. "Ah, that Penny Marshall," he would often state. "What an 
actress!" 
We arrived the night before the convention to avoid the masses (no pun intended). At the hotel 
lobby, I had to ~ait another three weeks while my pa tor signed the registration. I stood near the 
elev~tor, cl~tchmg all the luggage in fear that some man, much larger than I and with razor blade 
earnn~ , might fe~l the ne d to r lieve m of my belongings. My pa tor stood al o, arguing over 
ome . Death-of-Fu t-Bom
11 
clause. In the cour e of the "alleged" three weeks, my feet flattened, 
my spine kinked, and my right arm stretched to meet the pale acrylic floor from the weight of the 
bag~. Any longer, and my p.ancreas would've popped out of my side. Fortunately, the registration 
business was complete and 1t was time to go to our room. 
After all the bags had been unpacked and I had crashed into a bed of magic fingers, my pastor 
tweedled down to the lobby to see who else had the genius to arrive early. I drifted off into a 
contemplation of William Shatner' post-"Star Trek" career as I vaguely watched a television 
program of the same name. The television belched its squelch from a box bolted to a swivel bolted 
to a stand bolted to the floor. And I knew that all I had to do was turn the knob one to the left and I 
could experience Grease II and Saturday Night Fever repetitively broadcast one right after the other 
until five o'clock Sunday, and we were scheduled to leave at three. 
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My concentration was dispersed by the sound of a man running down the hall in clergymen's 
hoes. l heard the keys fumbling "heebeegeebee-like" when the door burst open! What a mess! 
My sallow-looking, but energetic pastor dove into a round-off, a back flip, and side-sprung with 
an attitude into the complimentary hotel tationery and began bouncing off the walls. All the 
whil t ranting, and yes, even raving, about Dick Clark. My pastor wa certainly hyper, but that 
was before he changed his name. After considerable non-stop bouncing, he pounded into his 
h adboard and kid to a halt on hi mattres . 
My pa tor crawled over to hi hip-level dresser and wiped from the top hi pocket in tamatic. 
Out of breath, mumbling "Dick Clark" a if it were part of a religiou burial, he tumbl d out and. 
down th hall on hi knee , as if in pilgrimage. Cone rn d, I pulled on my worn ecru tenni hoe 
and proce d d to track down my d mented lead r. 
camr ring down th corridor of do r-;, I rounded the corn r at the l vator . I was im­
m diat ly taken ba k a if hit in th face with a blast of whit -.,md. The fantastic magne ium glow 
wa blinding. It was like standing near the heart of a super nova. All I could make out was this 
huge oval of energy that seemed to float as it traveled across the floor. It was so bright that my 
pastor clicked away with his camera without once considering a flashcube. 
Some argue about the origin of this legendary light. Some say it springs from his center of 
gravity, others say hi teeth. I say it's from pure self-esteem. But then again, who asked me? 
His glowing power moved toward me. Dick Clark was moving toward me! His arm reached out 
in invitation to me. His arm, after performing some hand signals to the Meco version of the theme 
from Close Encounters, hovered in across my back and re ted atop my farthest shoulder. I felt an 
electrical shock upon impact, but I didn't dare draw away. His power surged through me like 
water bur ting through a weather-worn dam. I felt good, wholesome, clean ... a little pimply, 
but clean. I wanted a chocolate malt. I was mesmerized, but that was before I changed my name. 
His glow tapered to a halo surrounding the both of us. My pastor snapped the only photo 
commemorating the event. 
Dick Clark pulled away from me, like an amoeba separating from itself. Like someone switching 
on a light, his glow clicked back instantly, a little brighter than it was before. He rolled like the fog 
into the elevator and down. My toes were sweating. My pastor kissed the elevator doors and 
humbled his way back to the room. A few feet away, a maid dusted a side table as if nothing had 
happened at all. "Heathen," I muttered. Off in the distance, just faintly, softer than a whisper, I 
heard a muzak-orche trated version of "Da Do Ron Ron." I sat down, and l cried. 
Joe Janes 
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The Saving Remnant 
I awoke to a midnight bad summer dream. 
To ride down the boulevards where Herr 
Rolf Lucifer conducted the greater Hell 
orchestra. Fire from houses leapt skyward 
and firemen would not risk a Pickett's charge. 
o section of the city was safe from arson, as 
King Rats listened in on no pipe music. Huddled 
in a freight elevator I heard the words of a 
Philistine for a second time seemingly. God 
stood with me and I did not give away his pres­
ence and I realized that out of Israel God had 
called a remnant. 
Michael E. Graham 
I 
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.IThat Word ''Nuthiri'' 
One word that gets my Ma riled up, 
And m dder than a Turk 
I short and mighty innocent 
But it drives Mab r erk! 
Take la t w k- when my Pa snuck to 
The attic for a rest, 
He jus' was settin' there real still 
Upon an old brown chest! 
But Ma begun to fidget 
When she didn't hear a sound, 
"What are you up to, Pa," she croaked, 
''It's somethin', I'll be bound!" 
"I ain't adoin' nuthin', Ma,'' 
My Pa yelled down! You hear? 
Her face turned purple! Gosh! I thought 
My Ma had stripped a gear! 
And if I'm settin' in my room 
Jus' readin' some good book, 
She cries, "What are you doin', son?" 
And gets that awful look! 
When I say, "Nuthin', Ma!" she screams 
"I know about you boys; 
You're thinkin' up some devilish trick, 
Else I would hear some noise!" 
I'm gonna ketch that "Nuthin' "word, 
Some clue I'll make it show 
About the way it handles Ma; 




In the stream 
Quiet water running stream 
Lies a rock 
Round, grey and green. 
A raccoon wa hed her food 
Along the bank. 
She pay no attention 
As mos waves down tr am. 
Sunshine rests upon the bank. 
Crayfish hide in its shadows. 





Attacks her black hairy legs 
Need a shave 
Tough 
Ugly woman 





Gather don th loping hill ide 
they li ten; p llbound. 
1-1 p ak from th b w fa boat. 
Wav tr tch ut to Cc tch hi word 
Th y bath in hi hadow. 
Hi feet are light upon their backs. 
water light bread 
beginning and end 
They touch each word, 
holding it close. 
S. W. Bliss 
Sunbeams make marble of cigarette smoke. 
Silver satin sheets in still air, 
morning clouds, 
lava, rippled gray, 
Newly exhaled. 
Laura E. Lehner 
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Northern Express 
In th di tance 
a train whi ti echo 
its whe I clack again t metal track 
rock with winter darkness. 
I remember the old phone booth 
by the depot 
where you called every night at nine 
wearing your thin boxing jacket 
and complaining of the cold 
that chilled the glass around you. 
Now 
when I hear the trains 
in the middle of the night 
stirring my bones from sleep, 
I lie in the dark 
and sift through the sound 
for a voice, soft and distant 
like the whistle 




Piazalle San Marco 
There were two palaces at that moment 
two basilica 
above one another 
turned top y turvy on the cobbled stones. 
Both you and your double wept then there­
a reflected pair, 
shallow pools dividing 
those twinned piazalle participants. 
How magnified my flu ter; your fury 
(twice glorious then), 
now troubles me again: 
do all cirocco end with oothing rain? 
Thomas G. Kohn 
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·Dear Editor: 
I am (who cares?) the can 
under your desk. Full, bloated 
con ti-omnipated heart emi­
bl eding. Tears lik nails bent 
into concrete, b gging. 
I am (too lat , too early, 
not thick enough) the outcrowd, 
outrage of words unprinted, time 
not spent like whitehot pepper 
everyone loves but can't eat. 
Until you call I'll screw 
myself under a twenty-watt bulb 
beside a plate full of catsup. 
No bread or meat until your 
magic wand crowns me who's who. 
Then, without a fart of a warning, 
there I am in print for three 
dollars and fifty-cents, gathering 
dust on an Ethan Allen nightstand 
beside an interest income report 
and two academics married twenty­
three years, balled forty-six times, 
stuck in the cement of classical 
illusions, extended metaphors, 
bland jello which does for the 
soul as lobotomies for the brain. 






I've waited for rain 
to spill through a tin sky 
and blacken elm bark. 
Leaves curl in wet fists. 
The rusted colors 
flat between waxed paper-
I press their edges with an iron, 
send them south with my letters 
to people who trace the points 
save them on summer shelves 




Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hager 
Lt. Col. and Mrs. Robert Vadnais 
Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 6560 
James St. Peter 
The Nexus staff would like to give special thanks to our patrons, Matt Kennedy, 
Nancy Vadnais, Mike Hosier and The Daily Guardian staff. 
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